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ABSTRACT  
 “Technology knows no land, since knowledge has a place in mankind; 
With ICT that attests as a beacon embellishing in the global sphere” 

-Louis Pasteur 
 Amidst the concordant collision of globalization and the proliferation of the 
lingua franca, it is impossible to envision life without Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT), so ubiquitous and obligatory in the 21st century. To stay advanced 
with the existing trend of the world, all the instructive organizations have blended ICT 
progression with English acquisition, the indispensable proficiency aptitudes of our 
time, into their day by day tasks, in management as well as in educating and learning to 
arrive at their instructive objectives, to better prepare the current generation of 
students for a work spot where ICTs, particularly the web and related modernizations 
are turning out to be increasingly universal. In actual fact, it would be unfeasible for 
engineering institutions to apprehend its visualization of being the leading academic 
grounds of pre-eminence on the planet, if Teaching and Learning Process (TLP) is not 
firmly anchored on maneuvering technology. The evolution of ICT has brought 
innumerable new revolutions in refurbishing the language erudition and instruction 
ambience, i.e. delivering a boon of claims to language learners as well as trainers in 
learning outcomes of academics. The significance of learning errands has budged 
towards the learner-centric and this has changed the liability of tutors to a great extent. 
Furthermore, it is acknowledged that the present-day language experts should 
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standardize their quality of teaching-learning process by dint of ICT. Keeping this 
milieu in psyche, this paper endeavors to accentuate how the avant-garde ICT, a hall 
mark in education, makes a paramount switch over towards English Language 
Teaching (ELT) to design our undergrads of engineering, to grasp the pioneering 
world that positions ahead them to endure as the fittest in their career life. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 “Modern technology has become an all out marvel for development, the 
characterizing power of a new social order in which effectiveness is not only an 
option but also an inevitability forced on all human bustle.” 

– Jaques Ellul 
 
Since the entire globe is infringed by Inclusive Knowledge Revolution (IKR) 

with strides in developing human culture, it is indispensable to provide a digital 
technology in education specifically, for re-engineering through the Communication 
revolution by means of satellite dish and internet facility which is simple, agreeable, 
stylish and intuitive. The outcomes of this presumed revolution are conceptualized, the 
globe over, as the change of our reality into a Global Village, created by Information 
and Communication Technology (ICT) called Digital World, which energizes both free 
and cooperative learning while broadening and supporting the learning procedure.  

 
ICT, an umbrella term in the realm of education has changed the manner in 

which we instruct and learn, taking instruction to another level, where a previous 
teacher-centric approach has today become a learner-centric approach. It is a forward 
leap by all methods which has changed the learning procedure allowing knowledge to 
be easily appropriated and have the option of occurring anyplace, since the dispersal of 
the knowledge and learning can be experienced anywhere. Since our global is 
recurrently changing, so should educational goals and purposes. 
 
ICT IN ELT 

In ICT, Computer Assisted Language Learning is today viewed as a basic 
component that has shifted educational objectives from knowledge acquisition to 
aspects and ways that produce the advancement of perspectives and intellectual 
capabilities as well as of further incorporation of knowledge. It is anyway the 
conscientiousness of instructors to guarantee that they are as a matter of first 
importance acquainted with the ICT utilization that is going to occur in their classroom 
for such incorporation of knowledge to happen on secure grounds. Subsequently, the 
learners‟ computer skills are to be assessed alongside with their web navigation 
aptitudes and language level. Web technology gives instructors and students abundant 
assets where learning can be produced instinctively through true platforms of life, 
student learning prospects have been seen as expanded alongside undergrad computer 
skills and their views, so that their learning can be advanced and upgraded through the 
specialized tools, the communication skills towards autonomy. Thus, learning 
prospects are additionally improved with the help of ICT tools, which fortify the 
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course book, the „'principle medium‟ instructors have, so as to unite a well-found 
curricula that will cover the entirety of their undergrads‟ needs.  

 
It is nonetheless the instructor's liability to put forth an endeavor and get 

enlightened from the alarm of ICT use in order to realize a flourishing and admirable 
result for English Language Learning (ELL). While ICTs have offered instructors and 
their classrooms new pathways towards language learning, they have also given 
undergrads the liberty to devise resources, in this way, move towards autonomy and 
have the preference to formulate more dialogic and synergistic methodologies in the 
future, renovating their learning whether that is individual or gathering work. 
 

In present days, the educators of English around the globe incline toward 
some structure of communicative instructing and learning, fairly than the conventional 
strategies for ELT which overwhelm the instructor focused methodology and disregard 
the students‟ communication abilities. This educator-centric stratagem relies mostly 
upon the student's memory and did not take care of the legitimate utilization of 
language. Though, a prolific ELT instructor is not really narrow to some strategy, the 
ICTs have revolutionized the cadence of instructing approaches to go with the points 
of his resources and the necessities of his students. Beyond this, ICTs have bestowed 
the undergrads, a numerous chances to run through English in and out the classroom.  

 
Supporting with advanced technologies that they can have many vistas to 

figure out, reflect and examine what have been presented. In addition, the ICTs set 
forward a compelling base for effective instruction. Presently, we need the 
technological advancements for a better-quality strategy for relinquishing to make well-
suited instructing procedures to improve the way toward learning English language. 
ICTs are exceptionally propelling, in light of the fact that they help the students to 
become familiar with the language which is deliberately intended to meet the endorsed 
objectives. 

 
THE IMPACTS OF ICTS ON ELT  

Apparently, inspiration is the foundation during the process of learning a 
language; and therefore students predominantly have an uplifting disposition toward 
personal computers (PCs). Despite the fact that, the advanced technologies are double-
edged blade, their merits are considerable over its demerits. Certainly, they have critical, 
positive effects on ELT such as:  
 
A) Accessibility of Resources: ICTs are extremely invigorating a direct result of the 

accessibility of the learning materials, regardless of whether it is PC based, in the 
web or on CDs; accordingly, the undergrads can learn at his own pace with an 
enduring mentor, the machine. In the interim, the consumption of online 
communications for refining the teaching-learning process using the PC in the 
classroom will amalgamate the enhancement of an assortment of scholarly abilities. 
The accessibility of illustrations, animatronics, sound and video clippings they help 
significantly more in experimenting new language.  
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B) Dependability: ICT authenticates learning condition, on the grounds that the 

student can interface with others across the continent are exceptionally prompting 
the language learners. Dealing with such emerging circumstances is the keystone 
for utilizing the language in veracity not evasively. The ICTs as devices for learning 
are inspirational; appealing and reachable.  

 
C) Learner outlooks: ICTs have optimistic effects on learners‟ mentalities toward 

the language instructing and learning. Undergrads feel increasingly effective in 
educational institutions, progressively boost up to learn and have high confidence 
and esteem when utilizing PC based guidance This was especially obvious when 
the technology allowed students to control their own learning.  

 
D) Self-sufficiency: Students have the chance to pick the component/s of language 

which they need to concentrate on meeting their learning styles. Here, the student-
focused methodology is bolstered by these features proffered by the ICTs while 
the classical procedures neglected to give such chances. The undergrad experiences 
free to put into practice the language without hesitation at their own stage and 
pace.  

 
E) Learner-Centric: ICTs help the undergrads be focused to language precisely and 

unquestionably they facilitate them to compile and transform their task so as to 
renounce a well published work. Similarly, PCs urge learners to carry out additional 
work outside the classroom, play language games and ideally, increase superfluous 
revelation to the language and perk up their advancement in the language and 
shore up the learner-centered perception. With the help of PC and web the 
learners can speak in diverse places. Furthermore, ICTs help the reserved 
undergrads who occasionally go without posing inquiries or moving information to 
communicate and inquire. Utilizing present day advancements in the learning 
atmosphere has been shown to make learning more learner-centric and progress 
the learning process by invigorating instructor- learner association. Besides, ICTs 
advance cooperative learning which brings about high confidence and attainment 
of better outcomes. They press forward the critical reasoning and peer interaction. 

 
F) Facilitating Educators: ICTs help the instructor to systematize, fabricate, hoard 

and recuperate their resources effectively and quickly. The accessibility of various 
texts, subjects, tests, practices assist in sparing the instructor's time. Irrespective of 
the chances and conveniences tendered by the technological advancements in 
helping better instructing, yet they do not supplant it. Hitherto, the skilled-
instructor is the main individual who is bearing the duty of conveying and 
accomplishing the educating objectives. 

 
G) Self-Evaluation: The assessments generally analyze the reading and writing 

abilities of the undergrads, thoroughly ignoring the listening and speaking skills, 
which are irreplaceable aptitudes for the students in their future profession. The 
listening skill can be evaluated through PC packages like listening to a discourse 
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and addressing the inquiries or listening to talks and responding to short inquiries 
or true or false statements. It will upgrade their capabilities for stepping into the 
international competitive tests since several examinations pursue such an example 
to test the grasping capacity of the learners. 

 
MULTIMEDIA VIZUALIZATION  

A few researches consider multimedia as gadgets that consolidate writings with 
pictures that fuse contents, animations, graphics, illustrations, PowerPoint 
presentations, videos into English lessons. In the course of multimedia, real life 
ambiances are visualized into the classroom. The utilization of multimedia in the 
learning and instructing of English makes chances for the instructor to get practically 
real-life circumstances into the classroom. Multimedia can be utilized in various 
manners by which the educators of English Language can facilitate even a large class. 
There are literature books that have videodiscs, which the lecturers of English 
Literature use to enhance their lessons. The issue militating against the utilization of 
these advanced technologies is not only securing them but many educators have 
constrained information of how to utilize them.  

 
The arrival of the multimedia computer in the mid 1990s was a significant 

advancement as it empowered content, pictures, sound and video to be joined in one 
gadget and the incorporation of the four fundamental skills of listening, speaking, 
reading and writing. The function of multimedia computers in the educating of 
language empowered the language instructors to make the lesson authentic and 
pragmatic. By coalescing images, texts, audio and video in one gadget, students are 
made to comprehend more than one thing at a time.  
 
MOVIES/ TED TALKS/ LCD PRESENTATIONS 
A) Training English for Communication: Power point projector is also good for 

showing communicative English. Records of prescribed discourse or debate can be 
made on CDs. During the presentation, the pupils will be initiated to watch formal 
discussion on several current issues or themes that has been recorded. This will 
offer them preparing out in the public speaking and communicating in English 
Language. As a task, the maxima class can be gathered so as to have formal 
discourse introduced by each gathering or discussing teams representing the 
gatherings. Doing this will augment the learners‟ lexis as well as detailed sentence 
structures.  
 

B) Coaching of writing skills: Students of Tertiary establishments, where English is 
utilized as language of Education, study English for Academic purposes or 
relational abilities at introductory point. Writing is one of the Language abilities 
instructed at the introduction session to improve the androgogues‟ fitness in 
English, with the intention that they can toil well in their fields of study. The 
instructor can use power point presentations and LCD presentations toward 
encouraging the distinctive writing tasks that might be occupied by undergrads. 
Legitimate usage of technologies in the teaching and learning of English changes 
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the instructor's role from transmitter of knowledge as in the classical approach to 
an expert. 

 
C) Lecturing English Literature: Visual aids contain real documentations that 

whenever controlled by the instructor will encourage learning and educating of 
English in maxima classes. This technology assists the instructor to bring actual-
lively situation into the classroom to a great extent. Perceptive visual aids are 
appropriate for teaching literature.  

 
BROWSING TECHNOLOGIES  

The materialization of the web technologies has uprooted the people to 
communicate and get things done. Many pedagogues have embarked on to use the 
network to persuade teaching and learning. For instance, emails can be utilized by an 
educator to arrive at undergrads at a distance once the pupils give their email addresses. 
The instructor can utilize email to send learning sources to pupils; give tasks; self-
evaluations and post the appraisals to the pupils‟ email boxes. For example, using email 
the pupils can interact with their teachers and companions by sharing documents. In 
this line of attack, there is conversion from conventional teacher-centric approach 
which makes learner- centric approach which makes learners active participants and 
explorers.  
 
GOOGLOPEDIA 

As a magnificent technology, website is a crucial tool that the teaching can use 
to encourage the instructing and learning of English Language in a huge class. It 
furnishes a great deal of possibilities in TLP. The teacher for instance can combine 
online and offline teachings so as to beat a portion of the difficulties of educating and 
learning in a large. In an enormous class, dispersion of prepared or developed learning 
sources may be complicated as it will burn through a ton of time. Additionally, there 
will be a proclivity that the class will be strident as pupils may mess up for the sources. 
The pedagogues can upload the source on his site for the androgogues to download 
for utilizing it in the class. In any case, the undergrads ought to be given a few days to 
print out the sources before taking the lesson. Site materials for training English 
language may incorporate texts for reading, for instance, books, plays, sonnets and 
teasers of writing tasks such as letters, emails, memorandums or essays. 
 
PEDAGOGY AND TECHNOLOGY FOR ON-LINE LANGUAGE TLP 

In order to realize the progressions that technologically collaborated 
classrooms have brought to the present methods for educating and learning, an 
assortment of sources have been utilized such as digital game production, 
computerized storytelling, advanced movie-making, classroom observation, and 
teacher lesson plans. As we remain on the achievement of ICTs in the language 
classroom, it seems that a communicative methodology ought to be preferred to an 
instructor-focused model since it will empower students move towards self-
governance. Incorporating ICTs into the classroom will result to a technology-actuated 
pedagogy that is reliable with a student-focused methodology and educators make 
progress toward such an interactive classroom to be emerged. This classroom ignites 
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advanced narrating aspires to utilize a culture and experience amicable teaching method 
to grasp student technology aptitudes and agrees the pupils to share personal 
experiences by sharing their social observations, become familiar with better 
approaches for intuition and communicate through it.  

 

 
 
 
Digital Production refers to connect recreation and learning experiences of 

androgogues through an instructional method that incorporates constructivism, 
behavourism and situated learning, allowing students to communicate the information 
they have increased through the point of view of the producer rather than the 
consumer. In this technique, game scheduling and game playing can be the ways and 
means to transform the difficult concepts into adaptable framework for easy learning. 
 

Advanced Movie-making intends to incite Pedagogical Content Technology 
Knowledge with amazing technology integration. Moreover, while guaranteeing the 
operation of scholastic disciplines and balancing the use of technology with a learner-
centric instructional method, it reflects on the teaching technology as a procedure that 
needs cautious care taking and requires to be presented making use of the proper 
framework. At last, on an instructor's note, and before examining Teachers‟ viewpoints 
on the consumption of ICTs, there is a huge span to be secured before asserting that 
we can give our undergrads with power-packed ICT-incorporated classrooms. 
Instructors learning as professional development to snatch the direction and 
inspiration will empower teachers to enter an expert system of pioneers and produce 
academic advancement supporting their unique objective, to instruct in the 21st 
century. 
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It could be recommended that CALL training could build ICTs use in 
classrooms. The implementation along with the quantity of the practice of ICTs into a 
language classroom should be identified and consequently giving training to the 
instructors towards their utilization of ICT is essential. Sometimes the educators do 
not employ technology so as to upgrade cooperation and communication in their 
classes despite the fact that they have faith in these two components CALL and ICT 
for language acquisition considering them especially significant. In any case, many 
instructors would join ICTs more into their lessons assuming that they have received 
training in technological and authoritative aptitudes which will permit them to actualize 
new advances into their classes and help abstain from confounding circumstances. 
Besides, it is trusted that proper interactive functionalities will be created in future. It is 
presumed that technological developments and teacher training in CALL go together 
and when consolidating technology with pedagogy we can better outcomes. 

 
 

 
 
ERRANDS OF PEDAGOGUES 

It is irrefutable that it is the chore of the educators to operate all the ways and 
approaches in their authority to inculcate knowledge to their pupils by using apt tool as 
their role in education is central. It is pedagogue who controls and launches the 
eminence of learning that occurs in a classroom. In order for the teachers to achieve a 
better quality of teaching as distinguished presently, to apply new technologies into 
their classrooms, to acknowledge the contest of improving their teaching. Accordingly, 
the academic institutions must be the first indicator to accelerate by furnishing 
sufficient technology required for such advancement.  
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Moreover, educators ought to know about the objectives and the goals of their 
topics as well as their undergrads‟ needs so as to arrive at effective learning results. It is 
fundamental to consider inquiries, for example, 'what abilities do students need', „how 
should they be educated according to ICTs' and „how should the educators instruct' so 
as to give the best result. With an end goal, the educational as well as technological 
experts should offer ideas to put the way into operation that the convention of ICTs in 
a classroom depends on the instructors' uplifting disposition towards them. Beyond 
this, they have to consider that instructors are not constantly acquainted with the 
accessible resources and that they do not generally get training on the gadgets and tools 
they will be anticipated to use in their classes. Even if many engineering colleges 
around the world are outfitted with computers with Internet access in every classroom, 
language labs and projectors, an instructor would need to revamp the lesson into a 
learning experience for their pupils through multimedia, it is the educators who need 
direction concerning how to utilize this tool and how to execute it into everyday‟s 
lesson. Additionally, the ongoing progression of technology has made it significantly, 
even more hard for educators to receive and incorporate ICTs in their classrooms. 
This will be converted into an obstacle if educators do not acknowledge or utilize what 
they do not know and this is where their negative attitude starts towards ICTs. With 
the goal for educators to believe this new trendy advancement they will initially need to 
get it, be acquainted with it and expertise to utilize it. 
 

II. CONCLUSION 
 

The utilization of ICTs in English Language learning and instructing is not yet 
completely explored. Both the androgogues and pedagogues have inevitability to pick 
up by their utilization of ICT as well as their availability. Every facet of ICTs, whether 
that is web based reading, vocabulary enhancement or computer-based speaking 
proficiency exercises, enhancing literacy activities furnish students of our times with 
invaluable knowledge, not just language-based but also multimedia-based.. 
Furthermore, the educators ought not to overlook the persuasive worth ICTs have on 
students as well as the way that ICTs have adaptability in their consumption which 
allocates them to be utilized with both struggling and non-struggling students, thus 
their instructive worth is amplified. Conversely, instructors have to acclimatize to the 
idea that their role is continually changing. With the end goal that to be practiced ever 
since, there must be gestures both by educational institutions and governments to 
initiate the instructors with the chances to gain this knowledge and propel them to do 
as such through the procurement of endorsements, formally proving this recently 
gained knowledge. It is significant that permitting our instructors to feel undermined 
by ICTs will bring about the discontinuance of their utilization. 
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Therefore, seeing ICTs as a guide, instead of a hazard, educators will not feel 

threatened by their existence in their classrooms, which for each circumstance, is not 
to formulate the notion of the 'instructor' an out of date term in some encyclopedia in 
the future. At last, the educators should consistently see ICTs as a methods through 
which their undergrads will get familiar with the world 'out there', expanding their 
viewpoints and understanding that since English is today viewed as a most widely used 
language, it is not simply the individuals from English speaking nations they can speak 
with; it is fairly a medium through which they can communicate with the entire globe. 
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